Hoodwinked by Hoodlums
An epiphany is a one-time, one-way event. You have a belief in someone or something
until you get overwhelming evidence that your trust has been misplaced. Once
enlightened by the truth, you can never return to your former naive delusions. Call it, the
maturation process. As a six billion strong community of humans we are approaching an
epiphany.
On October 24, 2009 the climate gangster, Oscar winner and Laureate, Al Gore-Leone
provided a worldwide display of juenvinile behavior. The progressives have selected a
magic number for the amount allowable atmospheric carbon dioxide of 350 parts per
million. In support of this arbitrary value thousands will assemble to form the shape of
these magic numbers. This is a cute stunt for a high school band but of no value to
humanity.
There are those among us who are no way mystified by displays of forced order. We
recoil at the robotic mechanical obedience of parade grounds full of North Koreans or
Olympic stadiums full of Chinese. There is majestic beauty in a nation of individuals
waving their own flags independently.
The Progressive movement is a resurrected nineteenth century philosophy based on an
ancient distribution of resources. They selected the mid nineteenth century values of 350
PPM for CO2 and 600 million as the maximum world population. They blamed humans
for the rise in CO2, a pending environmental catastrophe and advocated a 50% reduction
in world population, which in 1900 was 1.2 billion.
We are being told that the science is settled and we should trust the climate hoax
supported by lab coated government scientists. Please recall their historical record. It
was lab coated government scientists that infected hundreds in the Tuskegee experiment.
Government scientists ordered thousands of US troops to stand in formation on naval
vessels during nuclear tests protected with only a pair of welder’s goggles. These
veterans were condemned to predictable early onset cancer.
Government scientists condemned thousands more ‘down winders’ to nuclear fallout in
the Nevada bomb tests. Thousands of more veteran suffered from ‘approved’ contact
with Agent Orange or forced inoculations from experimental drugs. There is a valid
reason to have a healthy distrust of all ‘Government Scientists’.
There has existed in the west for over a century a small group of deposed Royalty and
nineteenth century industrialist mega-wealthy, who have united to consolidate their
hegemony over humanity. Their power is threatened by the uncontrollable rise of the
new rich. The elite needed a method of bringing the Bill Gates or Warren Buffet’s of
uncontrolled capitalism to share in their secret club.
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The elite have manipulated the tax code to shelter their wealth while progressively
increasing taxes on those who are not selected for protection. Some members of the new
mega-wealthy are asked to surrender their wealth to ‘tax free foundations’, in control of
the elites, in exchange for tax-free annuities. There was recently a new induction
ceremony to the self called “Good Club’ in New York City.
All of the waiters and servants at this event were required to be certified as deaf. In
attendance was Oprah, who marveled at the elegant tasting Kool Aide served by the
signing staff. Perhaps she just didn’t do her research on this group. These American
progressives have deep roots in anti-Semitic and racist behavior. Please Oprah be a dear,
tell us what they whispered in your ear, when little people could not hear.
Hitler rose to power during the engineered collapse of the Weimer Republic with the
promise that he would suppress the rising communist movement and preserve the ruling
class. He was funded in this effort by vast sums from American Progressive elites.
Many Progressives also saw merit in racial purity.
Everything about World War Two is disturbing including the final acts. The Nuremberg
trials convicted some of the wealthy industrialist who contributed to the most sinister acts
of the war. In the final year it was obvious that the end was near and there was going to
be no value in the Deutsche Marks. The president of the Bundabank paid these industrial
leaders with wheelbarrows full of gold dental crowns for the most up to date models of
gas chambers and giant ovens.
These loyal Nazi’s were given life sentences and their assets were confiscated. But by
1952 all were released and their fortunes returned. Their decedents are now members in
good standing in the Good Club. The cynical masters of the planet seem to delight
dividing humanity and pitting us against each other like pit bulls.
There are maybe 2000 controllers of power in the west who are in alliance with the 2000
power controllers in China. Their bargain is that the Western elites will consolidate
control over agriculture and natural resources in trade for total slave labor
industrialization by China. This pact has all the sanctity of the Soviet-Nazi nonaggression pact.
The elitist maximum population goal must be met incrementally. Science czar John
Holdern has stated that 30 million Americans need to eliminated and China stated that
100 million Chinese are mentally ill beyond treatment. Both sides are preparing for the
first of many, ‘work force reduction’ actions. But the ultimate goal is the Ted Turner
mentioned number of 90%, giving a total of 600 million. The arbitrarily selected perfect
serf class size by the Progressives.
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To reach their goals these 4000 elitists will require cooperation of their loyal storm
troopers and modern styled Gestapo agents. We must hope these elitist henchmen will
not participate in the New World Holocaust. We will all lose many of our family and
friends in the ‘culling of the herd’ that the elite have planned.
Accused of ‘having no vision’ in his last political campaign, Bush the Elder came up with
the catchy and completely nebulous phrase, ‘thousand points light’ which can easily be
interpreted. There are those who wish to collapse society to a manageable slave state.
They wish to impose the biblical ‘thousand years of darkness’ and the ‘thousand points of
light’ is the last thing you will see before that darkness.
The most recent Pew Research Poll show fear of human caused climate change has
plunged from 45% to 35% in just one year. What this means is that if you have three
friends then one of them need an epiphany. If we can educate that final 35% then we
may forestall tyranny. A Laureate control freak is going to Copenhagen soon to sign a
carbon control treaty. According to Lord Monckton, this 220 page document says tax
and government on every page but never mentions democracy or election.
Unless the Control Freak in Chief can revoke the Constitution, he must get Senate
approval. The Senate may not be able to read a single bill that they pass but they can
read a political poll and understand that opposing issues with single digit public support
might threaten their phony bologna jobs.
So what does all of the political diatribe have to do with climate ? Very simply, the
climate IS changing. No longer can the masses be herded to the square and be told that
celestial events are responding to the orders of the tyrants who rule over us. Predicting
an eclipse does not mean you had the power to cause an eclipse. The Internet has opened
the temple of knowledge and we are all free to enter and educate our selves.
We now live in the McLuhan world of a single human conscious and a single world
neighborhood. An epiphany is a beautiful thing. Please share your enlightenment with a
friend. It is a beautiful day in the neighborhood. There is a long line of tanks in
Tiananmen Square. Come stand in the sunshine.
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A full series of articles on climate change is available at http://climaterealists.com

